
Safety Rails
Manufactured in the USA for over 30 years this 
unique construction of safety rails has been 
installed in luxury hotel chains and resorts, 
including Disney World in Florida. These 
customers demand high quality products that 
retain their appearance, provide customer safety, 
and are environmentally friendly.

Our unique ¼” thick polymer exterior remains cool 
to the touch making SpaEase the best choice for hot 
tubs located in sunny outdoor environments. And all 
models are available in a variety of designer colors 
allowing you to match virtually any exterior spa 
cabinet or cover. 

The elegant look and silky feel of SpaEase Rails is far 
superior to all other brands on the market. All SpaEase 
Rails come with a ten year warranty that guarantees 
they will not fade, discolor, rust, pit, or scale no matter 
what the climate exposure.

But most importantly it protects the user from any 
electrical current and is the only spa rail with a no 
grounding requirement. Making it not only the safest 
rail on the market but the least expensive and easiest 
to install.

NO GROUNDING REQUIRED 

Traditional rails require you 
to either exit your hot tub or 
reach over and turn a screw 
to lock rail in place.

Environmentally Friendly
SpaEase Safety Rails are the only ones that have been given the “A Greener 
Product LLC Certification Seal” confirming that it complies with the LEED and 
NAHB and may earn credits that contribute to certification under green building 
rating standards.

Our #1 Priority: Safety

Traditional Rails
Come with a painted surface that  
is easily scratched.

SpaEase Rails
Soft to the touch yet virtually 
indestructible.

SpaEase Lift-Turn-Drop & Lock System for Safety & Convenience
To position your SpaEase Rail into and away from your hot tub, simply lift up, swing it 180 
degrees, and it locks in place allowing you to enter and exit your spa with safety & convenience. 

Cool to the Touch

Beauty That Lasts

®

Traditional Rails
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Our galvanized steel tube 
interior is covered with 
a thick ¼” non-porous 
polymer exterior that 
does not absorb water 
making it slip resistant 
and safer to use.



SPA SERIES

DECK SERIES

Designed to fit virtually any size hot tub or swim spa. 
Includes an under bracket mount with a built-in slip tee.

Under Bracket Mount
Standard on all Spa Series Rails and is constructed 
of powder coated steel. It is simple to install, just slide 
the bracket under the spa and screw the plate to spa 
cabinet. All Stocking Colors are color matched. Non-
Stocking Colors are available only in Black. 

Slip Tees help to better secure the rail to the spa. They 
match all rail colors and can be installed anywhere 
along the vertical rail and our unique installation 
system eliminates the traditional unsightly view of 
screws or bolts. 

No tools required simply snaps and locks in place on any 
Safety Rail or even on outdoor lounge chairs. Available 
in all SpaEase colors making it the perfect accessory.

Stocking Colors:
Bourbon Brown, Graphite Grey, & Black
Non-Stocking Colors: 
White, Beige, Taupe, and Light Grey
To Clean: Simply use only a low-abrasion 
cleaner with a soft cloth then buff clean.
For Ease of Operation: Apply a lubricant 
to interior of Base and Slip Tee Mount. 

Custom Orders Available
For special height requirements you can custom 
order any deck or spa series rail up to 12” longer or 
12” shorter in length. 

Ideal for decks or any other permanently secured 
surface. All SSF models come standard with a Slip 
Tee Mount. 
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Beverage Tray 
Available
Relax in the comfort of 
your spa while you enjoy 
your favorite beverage 
or snack. Also perfect 
for holding an ash tray 
for cigar aficionados. 

MODEL   A B
SS-36  N/A 22” 36”
SF-48   N/A 34” 48”
SF-59  N/A 45” 59”
SSF-48  1 34” 48”
SSF-59  1 45” 59”
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MODEL   A B
SUB-48  1 34” 48” 
SUB-59  1 45” 59” 
SUB-69  2 55” 69”

# of Slip Tees

Slip Tee Mount

Choice of Colors

# of Slip Tees
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Disappears From View
Safety Rail can easily be removed from base support 
if only to be used on occasional uses and replaced 
with other mounted options.


